10:00 Welcome and Identification of Participants  
Brian Rogers

10:05 Purpose of the Call – to verify accuracy of report and resolve questions, not to revisit or reopen past decisions  
Brian Rogers

10:10 Clarification on Recommendations vs. Options Terminology -  
Commissioner Hartig

10:30 Updates from MAG Meeting #7 Recommendations -  
Brian Rogers/Ken Colburn/Gloria Flora/TWG Facilitators as req.
  a) Fossil Fuel Industry and Industrial Fuel Use:
  b) Oil and Gas Summary Table Completion
  c) Descriptions of Climate Change Threats
  d) Move Overarching Principles from O&G forward to cover all policies/Rewrite O&G Overarching Principles to be less negative -

11:15 Issues for Resolution/Clarification: 
  a) Goal-Setting: Confusion over decision
  b) Implementation-Ready Issue: Options are not ready for implementation
  c) Per capita emissions: Need clarification of why they are greater in Alaska
  d) ESD 3- Renewables Costs: Concern over why costs are so different than remembered.
  e) ESD Grant Costs and NPV: Are we accounting for full costs to Alaska citizens?

12:00 Additional Issues Not Previously Covered

12:20 Wordsmithing Review of Executive Summary, if deemed necessary

12:40 Recap of Any Changes or Updates Required for Final

12:50 Next Steps, Thank You and Closeout

1:00 Adjourn